Second Novel, an 1100-page scholar's edition, followed a decade later in 2010, coedited by Callahan and Adam Bradley. Three Days includes edited material from much of Ellison's three-part project and is notably interspersed with editorial notes that announce the text's posthumous status, its apparent need for supplementary material, and the presence of other authorial signatures.
2 Perhaps more importantly, Three Days, like Juneteenth, calls our attention to the collaborative work of posthumous publication and its archival sources, work that dispels traditional notions of authorship and ownership.
Ellison's unfinished project holds insights for reading the social aesthetics of the African American archive, which Daphne Brooks, in a nineteenth-century context, aptly describes as "unruly" and "socially off-center" (9) . Ivy Wilson, by way of Jacques Rancière's theorization of aesthetics, argues for "the necessity of reclaiming the aesthetic and prevent [ing] it from being disaggregated from examinations of the historical and political" (7) (8) . The archival materials related to Ellison's second novel, in conjunction with the aforementioned posthumously published variants, merit a politico-aesthetic engagement with respect to the project's experimental form(s) and modes of representation. These papers became available to the public in 2010 and are arranged at the Library of Congressthe nation's first archive-episodically, per Ellison's revision process rather than their chronological drafting, which is almost entirely undocumented. To engage this chaotic archive in this most institutional of settings has a disjunctive effect: where one might expect to find order, one is instead set adrift in an ocean of words. The archive's folders are bursting with handwritten, typed, and computer-generated drafts-again, loosely arranged by episode-and piles of Ellison's notes scrawled on scraps of paper and backs of envelopes. Ellison's revisions of many of his project's key episodes obscure an original scene of authorship and draw our attention, instead, as Three Days coeditor Bradley notes, to a creative process rather than a finished product.
3 Such circumstances and materials raise questions, such as how do we read a text that has multiple forms? How do we read a chaotic archive that refuses standardization in relationship to the posthumously published variants of Ellison's project, Juneteenth and Three Days? 4 These forms are necessarily imbricated with one another but are ultimately irreducible to discrete elements, so they operate as what I term an unbound novel, a text whose protracted composition time of forty years, belated posthumous publications, and vast archival materials challenge us to transgress the borders of our normative reading practices of "finished" texts in pursuit of a mobile model of aesthetics and interpretation. By unbound, I refer both to a materiality that resists a singular form or edition-made visible by the exploded archiveand the (un)binding processes and effects of the Jim Crow past on the desegregation-era setting of Ellison' s project, what he described as "roughly around 1955" ("Indivisible" 187). The themes of Ellison's unbound novel demonstrate the tension between belonging, or being bound, to the historical time of the nation-state and a resistance to normative citizenship, or being unbound, which is sometimes forced and sometimes self-selected and championed.
Ellison's unbound novel affords us new modes of reading that recognize the role of the racialized past in our present and future, what Saidiya Hartman terms "the afterlife of slavery" (Lose 6). Ellison's project dispels the myth of a "post-racial" present, gesturing back toward the 1950s setting of its earliest drafts and forward to its belated publication at the turn of the twenty-first century. Like Ellison's unfinished novel, the Washington, DC, of its setting is, as Ellison notes in an archival draft, "bogged down with a lot of unfinished business" (Ralph II:65/ 8) in regards to meeting the nation's unfulfilled promises of freedom and justice for all. Such thematic priorities reside both in the mid-century's there/then and in our here/now, petitioning an active reader to take up this unbound novel and its thematic claims to social justice in the context of the ongoing black freedom struggle.
Ellison's unbound novel is comprised of three interrelated sections that cluster around a mid-1950s assassination attempt on Adam Sunraider, a race-baiting US senator, that transpires in the Senate chamber. Book I is told from the first-person, hardboiled perspective of a white reporter, Welborn McIntyre, who is witness to and investigates the shooting.
5 Book II-which has been aptly characterized as Faulknerian in style and makes up the majority of the content published as Juneteenth-has an antiphonal structure and stream-of-consciousness style that articulates the hospital-bedside reunion between the African American Southern preacher Reverend Alonzo Hickman and the wounded senator 6 ; Hickman, in fact, was a jazz musician turned preacher who raised Senator Sunraider from the time he was a newborn, naming him Bliss. As a young boy, Bliss played an integral role as a protégé evangelist in Hickman's traveling church services before running away and transforming himself into a (white) politician. Book III is narrated in the third person; many of its timeframes and narrative sketches predate Books I and II, as Reverend Hickman reconnects with figures from his own and Bliss's/Sunraider's past in Oklahoma in a failed effort to thwart the impending assassination plot. Ellison continued drafting what he referred to in his correspondence with author Albert Murray as his "Okla. book" (Trading 44) while on fellowship at the American Academy in Rome from 1955-57; compellingly, and against teleological conceptions of aging and artistic maturity, Ellison returned to and revised some of these earliest drafts in his final years while he was composing on a computer, further instantiating the merits of reading this project as discontinuous and temporally complex (Callahan and Bradley, "General" xix) .
Nevertheless, biographically driven criticism, implicitly rooted in the great-authors paradigm, has dominated our approaches to Ellison's work, particularly critical accounts of his "failure" to complete his second novel. 7 When a text is published posthumously, its author's biography often stands in to create meaning and an interpretive context; this tendency is amplified when such a work is deemed unfinished. Derived from the Latin post, meaning "last," and humus, meaning "ground," the OED defines posthumous both as "occurring, awarded, or appearing after the death of the originator" and as "(of a child) born after the death of its father." These definitions position the father/author as an originating center, rendering the posthumous work legible only in relationship to its father's time or biography. Because of the late author's inability to sign off on editorial decisions, the posthumous text takes on the status of a bastard text, related to, but cast apart from, the author's recognized oeuvre.
In Ellison's case, this has resulted in a critical emphasis on biographical readings that tacitly figure his unbound novel and its posthumously published variants as illegitimate in comparison with his canonical novel par excellence, Invisible Man. Furthermore, the critical tendency to brand Ellison's manuscript a "failure" recalls the discourse of his so-called "failed" politics during the Black Arts renaissance. 8 Ellison told the audience at a 1968 meeting of the Southern Historical Association: "I am known as a bastard by certain of my militant friends because I am not what they call a part of the Movement" ("Uses" 159). 9 Here, the term bastard takes on the added valence of the author's illegitimate role as one apart from, although in relation to ("my militant friends"), a black radical aesthetic.
The sustained tendency toward biographical criticism in Ellison scholarship indicates the degree to which his unbound novel rests uneasily alongside his fraught author function. Michel Foucault theorizes the function of the author as a tool for disciplining the text, whereby the author's biography and his stated or implied intentions operate as the anchor of meaning and the sign of authenticity, thereby consolidating a body of work and homogenizing its interpretation (110). The narrative undergirding Ellison's author function consistently restages his uneven reception within African American literary history, which oscillates between his literary achievement with Invisible Man on the one hand and his reticence to champion black literary nationalism on the other. Ellison's formal style has long been reduced to one side of a literary binary that pits his purportedly apolitical modernism in opposition to Richard Wright's scathing social realism. In this causal schema, literary innovation tends toward an abstract high modernism while radical politics lead to a sociological, realist technique.
The author function aims at such categorical fixity; it is at its most beguiling in the posthumous context, promising to corral the excess of unfinished texts such as Ellison's that are signed by an other, the editor(s), on the late author's behalf. In the absence of both an organized manuscript and Ellison's express wishes, biographical theories regarding why Ellison did not finish his second novel abound, ranging from the psychoanalytic to the materialist. The implicit insistence behind such assessments is that some aspect of Ellison's biography, psychology, or creative process will unlock the true meaning and design of his novel-in-progress and explain his ultimate "failure" to complete it. Eric Sundquist outlines the "thorny issues" raised by "Ellison's unfinished corpus" and "the enigma of his stymied career":
The loss of a substantial part of his novel-in-progress in a fire in 1967 was harmful, of course, but it does not explain the erosion of imaginative force that turned Ellison into themosthighlyesteemeddisappointmentinthehistoryofAmericanliterature,apparently unable to match the stratospheric fictive standard set by Invisible Man. (222) Sundquist's simultaneous feelings of admiration and regret are characteristic of much Ellison scholarship surrounding this "failed" text-a term used by both supporters and detractors, whether to describe a failure to finish or a failed artistic venture. 10 By placing a premium on completion, such laments fall prey to progressivist notions of plenitude, foreclosing the generativity of process. The critical tendency to enact a biographical, melancholic reading of Ellison's unfinished final work-the forever unassimilable object-exposes the premodern expectations that a novel should obey formal conventions in the service of a clear ending.
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Although many have written off Ellison's second project, dismissing unfinishedness as the sign of failure, the unbound novel's excess invites collaborative reading acts. Hailing an "active reader," as solicited by editors Callahan and Bradley, the unbound novel requires a reader who is open to a "collaboration with Ellison in the recreation of the novel he left forever in progress" ("General" xxix).
Ecstatic Reading: The Generative Excess of Ellison's Unbound Novel
Ellison's unbound novel rewards what I term an ecstatic reading practice-a methodology that extrapolates from and foregrounds the dynamics of ecstatic temporality. In his theorization of temporality as the beckoning horizon of being, Martin Heidegger draws on the term ecstasis (377), which is based on the etymology of ekstatikos as "something that is 'inclined to depart from' something else, or is 'able to displace or remove' something" (qtd. in Wrathall and Murphey 34). In turn, ecstatic temporality is constituted by the imbrication of the past, present, and future, wherein the past enters the present by way of the future; or, in the words of the protagonist of Invisible Man, "The end is in the beginning and lies far ahead" (6). In an expression of ecstatic temporality in one of Ellison's archival drafts, Reverend Hickman considers how events "were speeding away both ahead and behind him, and in such a way that cause appeared effect, and effect cause, the past, the present, and the future not something that was unfolding, but which was here, now, already manifest but invisible to the eye" (Ralph II:55/4). Ellison deploys the thematic and formal play of ecstatic temporality to reckon with the racialized role of the past in the present and future. In another typescript draft, Hickman thinks: "[I]t's not past, but present, not then, but still now" (II:65/8). An ecstatic reading privileges Ellison's unbound novel's explicit narrative interest in interrelated personal and historical temporalities and couples this with an emphasis on its protracted composition time, belated publication history, and exploded, nonlinear archive.
Ellison's unbound novel provocatively denies a chronological reading, proffering a reading experience that is contingent on ecstatic acts of assemblage and reconfiguration, as modeled by its sprawling archive. Brent Hayes Edwards reminds us that archival findings are "orchestrated fragments [that] echo the fragmentation of the archive itself. They are meant as a reminder that the redistribution of archival artifacts into a historical narrative cannot deliver the past in a matter that would be seamless, much less exhaustive." Quoting Hartman's meditation on the archive's (im)possibilities in "Venus in Two Acts" (2008), Edwards calls for "a critical reading of the archive that deliberately displaces and transgresses its limits in order 'both to tell an impossible story and to amplify the impossibility of its telling'" ("Taste" 962). Such insights about the significance of narrativizing archival artifacts and the limits of such narratives resonate with Ellison's inchoate and episodic fictive project; its nonchronological archive parades a productive material and temporal excess that revises how we might approach the aesthetics of African American archives more generally, flouting normative standards of categorization and teleological progression in favor of a perpetual "saying" rather than a "said."
Such complexity indicates Ellison's narrative focus on the tension between historical time and the lived experiences, or temporalities, elided from the historical record. His project gives voice to those embodied subjects considered "outside of historical time" (Invisible 440), whose "material, racial, and sexual aspects" are deemed by the nation-state to be "in excess of generic subject formation" (Lowe 56) . Populated by an eclectic cast of characters who stray from the mainstream narrative of consensus culture typically aligned with mid-century America, Ellison's unbound novel privileges experiences that are not to be found in official historical accounts. To name just a few: the Oklahoman, Love New, a Native American and African American healer; Jessie Rockmore, an aged African American resident of Washington, DC, and eccentric art collector, whose home is its own microcosm of assemblage theory in practice; and LeeWillie Minifees, an African American jazz musician, who burns his beloved Cadillac on Senator Sunraider's lawn in protest over the senator lobbying to rename the Cadillac, "the Coon Cage 8" (Ellison, Three 210). Severen, Senator Sunraider's disavowed son, perhaps registering his own mixed-race heritage, says to the shaman Love New, "Yes, you fall between the definitions" (Ellison, Ralph II:55/4). A return to Ellison's unbound novel's politico-aesthetic project to present an alternative, polyphonic model of lived history-what Ellison calls in an archival note, "the fluid flux that underlies the patterned processes which those above term history" (I:54/4)-opens us up to a plurality of meanings foreclosed by a critical reliance on the author function. In modernist fashion, Ellison's unbound novel rejects causality and gradualism at the thematic and formal levels, resisting the cohesion presupposed by disciplinary history and literary realism.
Ellison's unbound novel challenges the effects of a repressive model of history, questioning why, as an archival note poses, "those who benefit from the American promise are blessed by history, while those who are denied those blessings, and for whatever reason, are confined to the miseries of mystery" (II:65/5). Contemporary critical race theory recognizes how the embodied subject has often been figured as frozen in time or as irreducibly material and so outside the metaphysical narrative of transcendence and historical progress (Spillers 66 ). Hickman's sustained, improvisational, and Socratic reckoning with American history across the project's three books unravels the certitude of the historical record. One of Ellison's archival drafts positions Hickman in front of the Lincoln Memorial, querying: "In this entire country what is time? When mountains and rivers, people and events have been arbitrarily renowned or deliberately forgotten?" (Ralph II:55/4). This note is written in pencil in the margin of the draft, perpendicular to the body of the text, metaphorizing this insight as peripheral and minoritarian. Highlighting the need to excavate the untold and forgotten, Ellison also samples the conventions of investigative journalism and detective fiction in Welborn McIntyre's first-person narrative in Book I and elaborates Hickman's relational appeal to affective sociality in Book III, as he unearths stories from the past that bear on the future-all practices mirrored by an ecstatic writerly engagement with the unbound novel. The unbound novel's recursive moves belie the progressive narrative of "freedom" espoused by Sunraider in the theater of the Senate Chamber, privileging instead those "deliberately forgotten" histories that refuse a totalizing narrative.
An articulation and reclamation of excess through ecstatic reading challenges the structural treatment of the embodied subject by the nation-state as being "in excess of generic subject formation" (Lowe 56 ) and the critical treatment of Ellison's materially excessive unbound novel, with its heterogeneous expressions of lived experience, as a failure. Zygmunt Bauman explains in a meditation on excess that "[t]o be 'in excess' is to be too many, or too much," so that "'too' is a call to restore order by passing the sentence of expulsion and banishment on whatever departs from the norm and spoils the preordained harmony" (85). Bauman's engagement with excess showcases the imbrication of embodied experience and national belonging with our literary practices. The "preordained harmony" Bauman invokes finds purchase in the juridical concepts of copyright and ownership. These tenets inhere in the author function and are tied to the Derridean notion of the proper name, as in property, propriety, and self-presence (Derrida, Of 109) . Fred Moten critiques the Western philosophical tradition in which "subjectivity is defined by the subject's possession of itself and its objects" (2). Such a conceptualization of self-presence, Moten elaborates, has traditionally been founded on ownership of one's self, one's family, one's past, one's property: all key themes taken up in African American literature, giving voice to those and their descendants who were bought, sold, and named as property-objectified under the master's name. Ellison's unbound novel troubles the abstract citizen's problematic claims to ownership and national belonging with its proliferation of father/son relationships, just as it performs related textual work with its excessive, mobile status, eschewing norms of form and finishedness and escaping claims to mastery and intentionality.
On Bastard Sons and Illegitimate Texts
By way of its thematic patterning of father/son relationships, Ellison's project generates a multivoiced, temporally thick discourse about matters of legitimacy and national belonging that hold implications for our interpretive practices. This unbound novel delves into race, as Callahan phrases it, being "at the heart of the riddle of American identity" ("'Some'" 616). Although Bliss's/Sunraider's mother is white, his father's identity remains unknown-he is assumed, however, to be black, and the man whom Bliss's mother falsely names is lynched. On the verge of giving birth, Bliss's mother comes to the home of the lynching victim's brother, "Big Lon" Hickman, a jazz musician, requesting, much to his outrage and incredulity, that he deliver her child. Hickman holds a gun to her belly, torn between his impulse to kill her and avenge his innocent brother's murder and the ethical imperative to deliver her innocent baby. It is at this crossroads that Alonzo Hickman is reborn as Reverend "Daddy" Hickman, Bliss's affiliative black father. As it circles the primal scene of the fundamental unknowability of Bliss's paternity, the unbound novel ponders the unanswerable questions engendered by the bastard son. Hickman names the boy Bliss, raising him in his newly formed church after Bliss's mother leaves the newborn child in his care. In time, Hickman grooms the young Bliss to rise up out of a small coffin at the climax of his revivalist services, to be born again. Although Bliss is revered as a preacher by his congregants, he ultimately runs away from his black kin, traveling the countryside as a (white) filmmaker, Mr. Movie-Man. In this guise, he capitalizes on the dreams of small-town residents to appear in the pictures, before moving to the North, where he fully accedes to white power as a New England senator. 12 The unbound novel spins an intricate diegetic web around fathers and sons that adheres, however tenuously, outside the norms of abstract, white male citizenship and national belonging.
Ellison's ambitious critique of authorized history resonates with Hortense Spillers's analysis of the patriarchal logic of legitimacy. In her 1987 essay, "Mama's Baby, Papa's Maybe: An American Grammar Book," she rebuts the pathologizing of matriarchy and African American family life in what came to be known as "the Moynihan Report" (1965). Spillers delivers a feminist mapping and critique of the "theft of the body" (67) and the "ungender[ing]" of flesh (68) that transpired in the Middle Passage, whereby enslaved African women, men, girls, and boys were quantified in the process of objectification and differentiated only in terms of the space they required as cargo in the hold. This process of ungendering structured the white domination over and circumvention of family life for Africans and African-descended peoples, Spillers argues, wherein babies were born into the condition of their enslaved mothers-women who were "both mother and mother-dispossessed" (80). "Mama's Baby, Papa's Maybe" opens with a critique of legitimacy vis-à-vis the literary trope of the "notorious bastard" son. Spillers notes that from Shakespeare's Caliban to Faulkner's Joe Christmas, the bastard son is a decidedly male concern, "whose bastard status signals to those who need to know which son of the Father's is the legitimate heir and which one the imposter" (65), raising issues of inheritance that do not have a female counterpoint. The OED defines the noun bastard as "one begotten and born out of wedlock; an illegitimate or natural child" and also "a person of mixed breed"; other denotations are adjectival: "illegitimate, unrecognized, unauthorized" and "not genuine; counterfeit; spurious; debased, adulterated, corrupt." Notably, the term bastard appears some eighty times in Three Days, taking on a variety of valences that are often racialized. The undecidability of Bliss's/Sunraider's father's background-again, he is unnamed and so assumed to be black-unleashes the deconstructive force of miscegenation in this unbound novel, what Spillers terms the "papa's maybe." The specter of Hickman's murdered brother haunts the attendant in-betweenness of Bliss's subject position as a black bastard son who appears to be white. Ellison figures the "nation [as] a larger, more intricate form of the family"; one that is "taunted by second sons" (Three 74). 13 Bliss emblematizes these second sons whose ambiguous paternity taunts and threatens to undermine the nation-state's avowed coherence.
Book II, which largely comprises the material published as Juneteenth and which is reprinted in Three Days, delves deeply into Bliss's/Sunraider's unconscious and the racialization of his experience-first as a black boy, then as a white man. W. E. B. Du Bois's description of the "Negro preacher" as "a leader, a politician, an orator, a 'boss,' an intriguer, an idealist" (116) The narrative makes explicit the idea that Bliss experiences psychological and physical terror each time he reaffirms his black body in the coffin, implicitly registering the rhetorical and bodily violence exerted on African American subjects in the Jim Crow era, directly linking them to the practice of slavery and the racialized past.
The embodied subject's fraught relationship to historical time demonstrates Sharon Holland's claim that "talk of race is always already laced with a strange temporality" (37). Accordingly, the temporality of the extended passage is idiosyncratic and excessive: Bliss is described as a baby, a dead man, a Christ-figure, and a huckster who wants only to be paid for his work with ice cream (Ellison, Ellison, Three 311) . In synesthetic fashion, the passage's recurrent "it" that "slide[s] like heavy mud" "to hold [Bliss] like quicksand" is figured as an ecstatic ontology of "float [ing] in blackness" (Juneteenth 142). Bliss comes into, or rather is said to be held in, his body as a black boy, resurrected ritualistically by the force of Hickman and the congregants, who hail him with their collective look and call of faith. The unbound novel reveals that it is Bliss's tragic misrecognition of his affiliative kin through the gaze of white supremacy that culminates in his demise; this effect is made all the more tragic as it is witnessed through the eyes of a child. In turn, Bliss feels like a "corpse" dredged by Hickman's voice from the depths of the river bed, an uncanny sensation provoking terror in him as he rejects the untimely space of the coffin.
During this same Juneteenth celebration, a white woman in a purple dress, revealed to be a wealthy madwoman (Juneteenth 202-07; Three 355), bursts in on Hickman's church service and snatches young Bliss from the coffin, claiming to be his mother and calling him by the name of Cudworth. Bliss's experience during this tumultuous passage is depicted in Ellison's archival note in Du Boisian terms as a "slight lifting of the veil" (Ralph I:115/9)-Bliss can see himself simultaneously as a white boy and as a black boy. In the posthumously published variants, several black female congregants tussle with the white woman, eventually wresting Bliss from her arms and secreting him away in the care of Sister Georgia, a young black congregant, who watches him for the night. While she sleeps, Bliss first imagines that Sister Georgia is his mother before deciding that the white woman, "the other one is the one for a mother" (Juneteenth 195; Three 381).
Archival drafts showcase Ellison writing and rewriting the stakes of this dramatic encounter with the pressures of (il)legitimacy and national belonging.
This ecstatic section of the unbound novel, which, again, importantly unfolds on Juneteenth, is a nexus of the imbricated social forces of race, class, religion, gender, and sexuality. In one typescript draft, Bliss aches for a mother; he claims but swiftly rejects Sister Georgia as his mother and begins to cry. He decides that he is crying "for the loss of the one who tried to snatch me out of the coffin and the blackness to live a life of whiteness" (Ellison, Ralph I:115/9). In another typescript draft of the same episode, Bliss focuses on Sister Georgia's sleeping body, thinking, "You're not my mother, [not you. You-it came with a tightening of my throat-] you're just a nigger woman-giving the word a meaning I'd never known before."
15 This rhetorical turn to the language of white supremacy leads him to cry again "for the loss of her who had tried to snatch me out of the coffin, out of those perpetual descents into blackness. And who merely by calling me her own, promised a life of possibility and strength of which I'd never dreamed" (I:115/9). This rejection of his childhood spent among black kin is negotiated over the body of a young black woman, Sister Georgia, whose sleeping form gives rise to Bliss's budding awareness of his own sexuality-a primal scene that will recur with Lavatrice, the mixed-race woman who gives birth to Sunraider's bastard son, Severen. Bliss's resistance to "those perpetual descents into blackness" in his coffin during the church services leads to his running away not long after this episode from what he perceives only as a precarious life that is always subject to white terror toward the privilege afforded by white masculinity. These archival variants inform the unbound novel's challenge to the binary logic of legitimacy and abstract citizenship, significantly wrangling with the absent role of gender and motherhood in such discourses while also lauding black life and community in the specific form of the affiliative sociality of Hickman's congregation over the decades.
The integral staging of Bliss's repeated resurrections from the coffin as a black bastard son claimed by the black church rehearses many of the complexities raised by Ellison's literally and metaphorically excessive unbound novel and its posthumous afterlives. Bliss's ritualized resurrections enact the critical impulse to revivify the late author by way of posthumous publication and so to fix him, once and for all, in the narrative of providential literary history-a flawed enterprise that leads critics back to the narrative of Ellison's purportedly failed politics. Here, we might train a critical eye on Bliss's coffin and find all of the frustrated hopes for Ellison's second novel laid on his author function therein. In other words, the anxiety of patrimony anticipates and plays out the structure of its critical reception as unauthorized or illegitimate. A handwritten archival note on blue paper imagines a dialogue: "'So I said, what's the difference between what people call a "bastard" and you?' and he said 'I guess it has something to do with the difference between seeing your Father's body placed in the ground and not knowing who your father was'" (II:65/8). This formulation extends to the mode of posthumous publication and the deconstructive power of the "papa's maybe." Critical responses seem to ask, "Are these children, Juneteenth and Three Days, really Ellison's?" The impossible critical wish to forge a legitimized bond between the author-originator, Ellison, and his posthumous progeny texts, is repeatedly undone, couched as it is in the melancholic language of failure, which reaffirms that this material is illegitimate and its posthumous variants corrupted and unauthorized. Nevertheless, the restless forms of this unbound novel simultaneously continue their ambulatory posthumous afterlives, meriting our contemplation and participation.
A critique of the twinned logic of literary inheritance and ownership and the unbound novel's focus on fathers and sons recalls Irving Howe's problematic assessment of Ellison's and James Baldwin's respective work in his essay, "Black Boys and Native Sons." Published in Dissent in 1963, Howe's essay chastises these authors for having departed from the style pioneered by their "father," Richard Wright. In Ellison's powerful rebuttal, "The World and the Jug" (1963), the author famously claimed Wright and Langston Hughes as his literary relatives, and T. S. Eliot, André Malraux, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and William Faulkner as his ancestors. The formation of literary canons and the great-authors paradigm that rationalizes such moves finds company with Harold Bloom's masculinist formulation of the "anxiety of influence," whereby the son, in Oedipal fashion, must first emulate the style of then slay his literary father(s) in order to assert his own voice. Phallocentric debates around the role of the black (male) author pivot on allegiances to other male author-originators-a conversation perpetuated by reading the posthumous text by way of the author function and its tacit subscription to a white bourgeois male worldview of autonomy. Biographically driven criticism evidences a premodern Romantic disappointment that Ellison, the lone captain, could not pilot his wayward vessel back to port, for, implicitly, such a feat would have consolidated his own role as a father of African American letters.
The impossible desire for a stabilizing authorial presence is literalized by the late author's absence and, in Ellison's case, the absence of his express wishes for his text. Tellingly, Callahan describes feeling "uneasily procrustean" about the mammoth undertaking of editing Ellison's project, which initially led to the stand-alone publication, Juneteenth: for "here and there limbs of the manuscript would need to be stretched, and elsewhere a protruding foot lopped off, if-a huge, improbable if-all the episodes were to be edited into a single, coherent work" ("Making" 180). Callahan's invocation of the Procrustean myth figures the manuscript as an excessive body that must undergo elongation and amputation at the hands of the executor in order to fit the conventions of the novel's iron frame: that is, it must comport itself as "a single, coherent work," an organic whole. This setting of Ellison's unwieldy project on the rack restages the decades-long interrogation of the author's politics, as well as the expectations for what a black modernist novel should be able to do.
Callahan's comments maintain that coherence is the benchmark of the novel, from which we can infer that the critic, and perhaps the reader too, has taken up the mantle of Procrustes by exercising the author function and discussing the project primarily as a failure, given its formlessness. The posthumous text disrupts and deconstructs the surety of the proper text authored by the proper subject who, in turn, purports to own his text by copyright. In other words, by taking on the illegitimate status of the unfinished-characterized by the contingent, the maybe, the speculative-the posthumous text signals an irreducible gap between creator and creation. Within this context, Callahan and Bradley revisit the incomplete gesture of Juneteenth, creating together an ecstatic, hybrid model in Three Days, itself characteristic of the collaborative in-between. Despite Ellison's devotion to what he termed the "stern discipline" ("Very" 134), his capacious novel productively eludes the stringencies of formal unity. Rather than interpreting this as a failure, as biographical readings have, let us embrace how this text may surprise its readers with its whimsical content and chaotic forms, just as it likely did its author. This ecstatic model admittedly requires willing readers who recognize that reading, like writing, is never free of ideological assumptions. Foucault's brief, but provocative nod in "What is an Author?" (1969) to "the aesthetic principle of the work's survival, its perpetuation beyond the author's death and its enigmatic excess in relation to him" (105), merits further attention. Such "enigmatic excess" both haunts and animates Ellison's unbound novel's ambiguous status in African American literary history. In turn, this generative excess bears relevance for current conversations surrounding the African American archive and its power and potential to operate as an unregulated reservoir of knowledge production.
The Author's "Friendly Return": The Unbound Novel as a Patchwork Quilt of Mobile Meanings
What is the place of the author's "life" in our readings? How might the critical pitfalls exposed by our readings of Ellison's posthumous legacy under the constraints of the author function help us to think otherwise about the role of the author in our literary scholarship? In "The Death of the Author" (1968), Roland Barthes offers a model wherein we might move away from the entrenched notion of the author as related to "his work as a father to his child" (145) toward a conception of the author as a complex figure of generative multiplicity. 16 In the preface to Sade, Fourier, Loyola (1971), Barthes welcomes the author's "friendly return":
The author who returns is not the one identified by our institutions (history and courses in literature, philosophy, church discourse); he is not even the biographical hero. The author who leaves his text and comes into our life has no unity; he is a mere plural of "charms," the site of a few tenuous details, yet the source of vivid novelistic glimmerings, a discontinuous chant of amiabilities. (8) 17 The figure of Ellison the author, like his unbound text, is ever prone to dispersion, "somewhat like the ashes we strew into the wind after death" (9) . Counter to a dependence on the great-authors paradigm, poststructuralist theories of authorship find Ellison's aesthetics and their political effects in the text and its contexts, not in an author-originator pulling the strings behind the curtain. The posthumous text amplifies the ecstatic dynamics of deferral and citationality, as it endlessly escapes being tethered to its author's lifespan; by way of this gap, standardizing notions of authorial presence are defamiliarized and reconceived in the social mode of collaboration, as witnessed by the editors' and readers' material and intellectual labor.
The friendly return of the author opens up Ellison's writings for playful engagement rather than reading them as mandates or as keys to unlocking his unfinished project. Ellison's 1977 essay, "The Little Man at Chehaw Station," for instance, offers us insight into reading his unbound novel: "So perhaps we shy from confronting our cultural wholeness," Ellison suggests, "because it offers no easily recognizable points of rest. . . . Instead, the whole is always in chaotic motion" (508). Ellison's chaotic novel extends to the willing reader the experience of contemplating the ongoing assemblage of American social identity and culture and, as Ellison insisted, the centrality of African American culture to the shaping of that ethos. Such a reading practice dispels the illusion of a definitive text signed by its author (which is always already illusory, as editorial theory has shown), redirecting us toward the ecstatic text's morphing forms, which coalesce only in ephemeral fashion, according to any particular subject's reading of its many imbricated threads. 18 Ellison's project's overlapping and repeated forms are best imagined, perhaps, as the unbound novel intimates, as a quilt whose silken stitches may be taken out and (re)sewn time and again; such a practice yields endless designs, as the craftsman Ellison himself reveals in his compositional practice and his thematic emphasis on metamorphoses. In this register, the motif of the patchwork quilt is an analogue for our engagement with the unbound novel. On a typescript draft page heavily marked and revised in pencil, Reverend Hickman posits: "Time was the coming together of actions like the pieces in one of Sister Wilhite's quilts. Bits of cloth lain side by side made a design. Switch them about and another, quite different design [would] appear. [Put in the stitches and they enforced the design by making the divisions.] There were many possibilities" (Ellison, Ralph II:55/ 4) . 19 This formulation invites the reader, alongside other readers, to participate in collaborative acts of assemblage and reconfiguration, just as the project's own experimentation with nonlinear form, narrative point of view (first, third, antiphonal, and so on), and style (hard-boiled, stream of consciousness, and comic) calls on disparate cultural sources (political speeches, sermons, and films) for its mobile, patchwork aesthetic. Accordingly, the motif of the quilt recurs in the unbound novel, aligned with Mr. Movie-Man's filmmaking practice and the process of editing. In a passage that appears in both Juneteenth and Three Days, prior to reinventing himself as Senator Sunraider, Bliss dons his persona as Mr. Movie-Man; he enjoys a day of bliss in the Oklahoman countryside of the 1920s, picnicking on fried chicken and chocolate cake prepared by a young woman, Lavatrice, of African American and Native American heritage. 20 Mr. Movie-Man has sex with Lavatrice but leaves town shortly thereafter; Lavatrice later gives birth to their son, Severen, before taking her own life. Severen is raised by Hickman's former congregant, Janey Glover, in Oklahoma (Ellison, Three 757). 21 Severen's ecstatic return in Book I as his father's assassin marks the intensity of the bastard son's reckoning with the nation-state and the bastard text's ability to undermine our dominant, filial interpretive practices.
This piece of the patchwork quilt is set in motion during the young lovers' fateful picnic, which is at the heart of the section first published as Juneteenth and later in Three Days. Mr. Movie-Man explains to Lavatrice that "pictures aren't made in a straight line. We take a little bit of this and a little of that and then it's all looked at and selected and made into a whole." "You mean you piece it together?" she asks. "Just like making a scrap quilt, I guess; one of those with all the colors of the rainbow in it-only more complicated. Is that it?" Mr. Movie-Man responds: "Just about, [he] said. There has to be a pattern though, and we only have black and white." "Well, she said, there's Indians, and some of the black is almost white and brown like me" (Ellison, Juneteenth 83; Ellison, . Playing off of the language of early black-and-white pictures, Lavatrice disrupts the racial binary of black/white, accounting for Native Americans and those, like herself, of multiracial heritage. Her intervention creates a space to imagine a heterogeneous palette-the patchwork quilt-that contradicts discourses of racial purity. Mr. Movie-Man, however, rejects this emphasis on multiplicity, moving on shortly thereafter to become the "white" race-baiting politician, Adam Sunraider. His move, nevertheless, emphasizes the performativity of social identity and its material effects on the dynamics of recognition.
In ecstatic fashion, this narrative patch of the picnic and its filmic discourse harks back to Bliss's childhood visit to the silent picture show with Hickman, wherein they sat together in the "colored" balcony. Significantly, this is when Bliss experiences a méconnaisance whereby he believes the white actress on screen is his mother, the same woman, in his mind, who tried to snatch him from the coffin at church; he cathects with this voyeuristic fantasy and runs away from his black kin shortly thereafter, later to become Mr. Movie-Man. The choreography of the segregated theater springs forward, restaged in the Senate Chamber, where Hickman and his congregants listen from the segregated Visitor's Gallery as Sunraider recycles the language of quilting and filmmaking in his speech, calling on (white) America to "reassemble its untidy remnants"-his euphemism for assimilating racial others into heteronormative whiteness (Juneteenth 18; Three 240). Importantly, Severen, the Senator's disavowed son, interrupts this diatribe, shooting Sunraider then leaping to his own death. These patches remain in motion, both in the posthumously published variants of the project and their episodic archival incarnations, signifying the unfinishedness of the freedom struggle.
The motif of the quilt metaphorizes narratological possibilities, and it functions as a reading and writing modality. One of Ellison's archival notes bears a list juxtaposing key thematic tropes and motifs: "Time!/ and: Quilts" (Ralph I:139/1). In another archival draft, a passage begins, "Severen remembers," which is followed by his impressions of having been raised by Hickman's congregant, Janey, who was also Bliss's/Sunraider's affiliative black mother and whose letter to Hickman warning him of the assassination plot sets the unbound novel's events in motion. Severen recalls Janey's artistry, how "she made pictures out of shapes she cut from [colored illustrations printed in] the Ladies Home Journal and other magazines" by "using the colored pieces as she used pieces of cloth in making a quilt," then framing the "collages" on their wall at home . The act of (re)quilting his many episodes, subtly altered by stitches in pencil, is taken up now by the reader, who must piece together her own reading without recourse to chronology: an ex-centric, unbound novel, (re)made of the humble and the strange.
The Bastard Son's Return: A Reckoning with the (Il)legitimate
The simultaneous return of Severen's and Sunraider's shared bastard status ushers the deconstructive force of the "papa's maybe" into the national center of power, Washington, DC, unraveling the illusion of the white, male, propertied abstract citizen. In this way, Ellison's unbound novel is a conduit for thinking through subversive, improvisational possibilities for enacting one's place in America-as in LeeWillie Minifees's burning his Cadillac in protest over Sunraider branding it "the Coon Cage 8" (Ellison, Three 210). Minifees's metonymic gesture, a bold patch on this mobile quilt, destroys his assets in an act that demonstrates a critical distance from the tacit correspondence between material belongings and national belonging-the latter an identification that Sunraider has come to epitomize.
Significantly, Juneteenth's ending and Three Days' Book II feature a key passage that reimagines the trope of the bastard son, freeing him from the patriarchal binds of inheritance and legitimacy by flaunting his excessive status. The reader follows the wounded Senator's unconscious journey into a personal hell composed of uncanny images that culminate with the appearance of a black low-rider adorned with a defaced Confederate flag and emblazoned with a switchblade, carrying three black men, two speaking in a West Indian dialect. 22 Their "junkyard sculpture" swoops by, encircling the Senator, who marvels:
They have constructed it themselves! . . . No single major part goes normally with the rest, yet even in their violation of the rigidities of mechanical tolerances and in their defiance of the laws of physics, property rights, patents-everything-they've forced part after part to mesh and made it run! It's a mammy-made, junkyard construction, and yet those clowns have made it work, it runs! (Ellison, Juneteenth 348; Ellison, Three 411) This extended passage affirms the excessive practice of self-fashioning, flouting bourgeois notions of ownership and, in literary terms, realism and traditional form. Although the Senator others this "bastard creation of black bastards" as "mammy-made" and its bricoleurs as "clowns" (411), he expresses an involuntary admiration for what they have achieved. 23 This passage celebrates the embodied subject who calls to account the workings of institutional power and white supremacy. Recognizing Sunraider as the race-baiting politician from television, the three men exit their ride, and one cries, "Down Wid de Coon Cawdge, Up WID DE JOE CAH!" and another, "Then, mahn, I say, KICK HIM ASS!" even as Hickman's "consoling voice" is heard "calling somewhere from above" (Juneteenth 348; Three 411; Ralph I:133/4). These "Joe Cahs"/jokers, materialize, as Nathaniel Mills describes in his reading of "playing the dozens" in Three Days, to confront the Senator over his use of racist rhetoric. Mills concludes, however, in keeping with Ellison's liberal humanist views, that "the return of the repressed spirit of democracy naturally invokes fear, but what it promises is a redemptive, properly democratic reality" (167). In contrast to this redemptive reading, which relies on authorial intentionality, the text itself emphasizes these men's refusal to quiet their excess and their recourse to violence, promoting the possibility, even the necessity, for a political revolution-conjured here in the Senator's nightmare, but shortly to come into being in the next decade of American life, the 1960s. In this passage, Sunraider can simultaneously hear in his dreamscape these men's voices and Hickman's consoling voice, commingling and disrupting the binary of radicalism and pacifism. Such possibilities emerge when biographical, filial readings give way to politico-aesthetic interpretation.
These dynamics likewise return the reader to Bliss's coffin, wherein he is both always and never a black boy; Sunraider/Bliss remains both an insider and outsider, mobilizing the irreducible paradoxes that drive this unbound novel's thematics. In his notes on the novel, Ellison posits "the senator's idea: That being an insider-outsider he would use his power to outrage Negroes into political maturity" (Ralph II:65/5). Ironically, Sunraider's loathsome political rhetoric is one catalyst that stings these young black men into action, prompting them to craft a new vehicle of expression produced from an eccentric subject position that refuses bourgeois claims to (self-)possession. In this way, Bliss's childhood misrecognition of Blackness as abjection and suffering is reconfigured in this passage by these "black bastards" who flaunt an empowered, unruly mode of being, capable of disrupting structural racism and inciting social transformation by revolutionary means. The bastard son's force of reckoning operates across all three of Ellison's saga's ecstatic sections, as the senator is hailed on the Senate floor as a loathsome political insider by his own mixed-race, bastard son, Severen, and as a Washington outsider who is hiding his past by his black father, Hickman, and his black kin. These bastard fathers and sons resist and revise the "papa's maybe" and its prohibitions for claiming one's place in the nation-state, asserting a refashioned, defiant state of excess. Although neither Severen nor, ostensibly, Sunraider live through this violent encounter, the bastard son's return rattles the illusion of sovereignty proscribed by the law and, in the time of the Father, presenting being as always already vehicular and in perpetual motion. Despite the Senator's bombastic egotism, origins are dispelled and displaced as fundamentally unknowable by way of his performativity of self and undisclosed paternity. Ellison's enigmatic relationship to his unbound novel and its posthumous afterlives remains productively undecidable, exposing the irreducible gap that persists between every author and his/her text, stoking our future readings.
Calling attention to the necessarily social practice of posthumous publicationwhereby the literary executor, editor, and reader supplement the act of writingunderscores the sociality of all texts and their archives. Ellison's unbound novel, what Callahan and Bradley fittingly describe as a "living text, amoebic in its fluidity" ("Introduction" 498), eludes the binarizing rubrics of success/failure and legitimate/bastard by flaunting its material and thematic excess. We cannot "own" this text in the conventional sense of the term, for much of it is housed in swollen archival folders and boxes. Its teeming archive reveals and disrupts the formation of a reading self that is invoked whenever one takes up a "finished" text. The fact that such a text, as we have been conditioned to expect, is not available does not mean that Ellison's unbound novel cannot be read. An ecstatic reading model necessitates a letting go of the singular work in favor of the plural text: the unbound novel, accessible in myriad forms but irreducible to any one of them.
Postscript: "R's tale/when you find it" I came across a simple message written in faded pencil on a slip of paper amid Ellison's papers: "R's tale/when you find it," dated 24 June 1991 (II:65/5). This note, jotted down toward the end of Ellison's life, floats unmoored and without context in the vast archive of notes and drafts related to what Ellison often called the Hickman novel. I read this note as an exemplar of the author's ecstatic return that harks back to the decades of labor woven into the writing of his "tale," even as the note's second-person address gestures forward to an invitation to play with its myriad dimensions, which bear "no easily recognizable points of rest" (Ellison, "Little" 504) . What untold possibilities for new assemblages and (re)quilted interpretations might emerge, for instance, from a digitization of Ellison's papers, as is currently being considered? Alongside the enduring power and poignancy of Ellison's Invisible Man and his critical essays is the legacy of a text that remains enigmatic and abundant with the raw energy of the chaotic novel, endlessly proffering the experience of reading it. We pour our wishes for closure into the posthumous text, but it insists on the future possibilities of becoming. Although our being ends with death, Heidegger posits that it may be more accurate to use the term demise to account for the excess that remains beyond the subject's literal death, thereby complicating the notion of an ending to existence (291). The material traces that Ellison left behind in the wake of his demise defy an ending and invite our active engagement and collaboration as we read, teach, and write about his work in future temporalities. Ellison's unbound novel demands a reckoning with superfluity-with its expansive archive, its proliferating forms and their excess, it asks us: What will you make of me? Notes 1. This is an unpublished note from the Ralph Ellison Papers housed at the Library of Congress (I:54/4). In-text citations to the Ellison papers refer to box number, container number, and folder number. 2. These editorial notes perform what Jacques Derrida terms the supplement, or that which augments but is never fully integrated into a totality (Of 144). 3. Adam Bradley traces in detail Ellison's material practices of writing his second novel, from typewriter to personal computer, in Ralph Ellison in Progress: From Invisible Man to Three Days Before the Shooting (2010). 4. In addition to these publications, eight excerpts from the manuscript were published during Ellison's lifetime. 5. Consistent with the novel's attention to bastard sons, Welborn McIntyre abandons Laura, his pregnant black girlfriend, unable to quiet his fears over raising a mixed-race child (Ellison, . 6. This intertextual observation is unrelated to Norman Podhoretz's problematic assessment that Ellison must have found himself in "despair at this literary enslavement [to Faulkner] into which some incorrigible defect in his nature had sold him-and to a Southern master, at that!" (46). 7. Bradley aptly notes that "it has become something of a critical fashion, both during the last decades of Ellison's life and in the years since his death, to diagnose the causes of what many perceived as Ellison's signal failure" (Ralph 211).
